
MARTYR DOCUMENTARIES

  For war documentaries the advent of synchronous sound allowed for the development of 

storytelling modes that continue to persist in contemporary filmmaking: direct cinema and 

cinéma vérité. Both modes work to reveal and document truth by giving a voice to the film’s 

subject, but by different devices; direct cinema films apply invisible production techniques, 

while cinéma vérité films intend to show the production process of the film.1 Since their 

conception in the 1950s, these modes have inspired filmmakers to create narratives that reverse 

the role of the documentarian from narrator to listener. Erik Barnouw, in his most recent edition 

of Documentary: A History of the Non-Fiction Film, chronicles the evolution of post-synch-

sound narratives as styles of filmmaking—observer, catalyst, guerrilla, and movement—each 

identifying a unique way of storytelling for the documentarian. These styles fall short, however, 

in categorizing some contemporary war documentaries. Barnouw does not sufficiently define a 

narrative that typifies the mode of storytelling used in the documentary Death in Gaza (2004). 

Death in Gaza only borrows elements of Barnouw’s narratives, instead choosing to weave a 

story of truth and biography in a mode akin to the drama of martyr stories. In Death in Gaza, a 

new mode of storytelling emerges that infuses an ancient storytelling mode with elements of 

traditional war documentary narratives to provide meaning in the wake of death. This is 

accomplished by balancing the differing perspectives of martyrdom within the context of the 

conflict, telling the martyr’s story and finding meaning in the martyr’s death.

 Death in Gaza documents the lives of Palestinian children and of those involved with the 

intifada movement from the perspective of the film’s slain director, James Miller. Although 
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originally intended to be in the style of direct cinema, writer and producer Saira Shah uses 

cinéma vérité as a canvas for telling stories of indoctrination and martyrdom in the Gaza Strip 

from both a Western and Middle Eastern perspective. Shah, a Briton whose Afghan family has a 

long history of publishing books on Eastern culture (including folklore, tradition and 

philosophy),2 uses this style as a way of transparently balancing the different Western and 

Middle Eastern ideologies around martyrdom; “Martyr in English means nothing more than a 

crazy lunatic. In Arabic, shaheed (“martyr”) is the ultimate. ... To become a shaheed is very 

honorable.”3 To balance these perspectives, Death in Gaza documents conflict by intertwining 

Miller’s Western observations of life under occupation with the biographies of Palestinian 

martyrs, and of the young, would-be martyr Palestinian children living in the Gaza Strip.4 This 

presentation of events helps diffuse Western stereotypes and ideas that martyrdom is an 

inherently senseless act, and that the people who commit acts of violence in the Middle East 

incapable of rational behavior.5 The images are coming from lens of a Westerner, and those 

images illustrate two competing forms of martyrdom that people in the Gaza Strip must live with 

everyday:

“..one form [of martyrdom], which is exemplified by the suicide bomber, poses 

martyrdom as a response of destruction, including self-destruction, to an act of 

injustice. The other form of martyrdom, however, is completely different. In this 
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form the martyr does not seek destruction but is rather struck down by the 

violence of the powerful. Martyrdom in this form is really a kind of testimony—

testimony not so much to the injustices of power but to the possibility of a new 

world, an alternative not only to that specific destructive power but to every such 

power.”6

Shah focuses the documentary on the second form of martyrdom, perhaps because it is akin to a 

narrative Westerners can recall from recent history. Eyes on the Prize (1987), a documentary of 

the civil rights struggle in America, incorporates similar stories of martyrdom in the telling of 

Martin Luther King’s assassination and the murder of Emmett Till—both of whom were publicly  

martyred by the Africa-American community in the 1960s. 

“...Palestinian martyrs stand together with other across time. The Jews themselves 

were martyrs...Becket, Bonhoeffer, the Iranian Baha’i, and Tibetan monks were 

martyrs to faith and religious practices. Depending upon how and when one 

interprets history, Irish revolutionaries, soldiers of Vietnam and of the Second 

World War, citizens of East Timor, Cambodia, Eritrea, and Kazakhstan, as well as 

children of Guatemala, Nicaragua, and El Salvador, gave their lives for a nation.”7 

To create transparency, Shah also used voice-over narration and cinéma vérité style interviews to 

document the conflict. Her narration expressed the concern of those who struggle with the idea 

of martyrdom being integrated into a culture, while the images shot by Miller tirelessly 

challenged preconceived Western ideas and stereotypes of Muslims, terrorists and life in Gaza. 
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While films such as The Battle for Chile (1975), When the Mountain's Tremble (1983), and 

Encounter Point (2006) document conflict similarly (in the guerrilla and movement styles), 

Death in Gaza’s mode of storytelling differs in its inquiry of the intimate lives led by the martyrs 

it features. 

 Death in Gaza was meant to be a documentary about the lives of Palestinian children, but 

it inevitably became a film about the indoctrination of would-be martyrs and the culture of 

martyrdom. Seldom have war documentaries in the past captured the intimate details of day-to-

day life for people living in the conflict—not just the way in which they live, but the film 

captures their emotions, ideas and opinions throughout the documentary. In her study of 

martyrdom, anthropologist Linda M. Pitcher explains the martyr story: 

“The story of the martyr is a tale of heroism and sacrifice. He is a figure who in 

death achieves that which is unattainable in life—a union between freedom and 

control, between the past and the future, between the individual and the 

collective....Treading the margins of life and death, he steps out of the 

confinement of occupation into a world less ordered: a place of great danger and 

of great potential.”8

Martyr stories contain great cultural significance because they appropriately provide oppressed 

people with a medium for telling intimate stories.

 Though Shah and others asked extremists not to publicly martyr Miller, Death in Gaza 

essentially uses the same narrative; they borrow from the martyr story model to exemplify and 

give meaning to Miller’s death. Near the beginning of the film Shah narrates, “[James] knew the 
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risks of going to Gaza, but he thought he could make a difference...This film isn’t about the 

rights and wrongs of the Palestinian/Israeli conflict. It’s about the people who get sucked in. 

About James. And about children caught up in a grown up war...Everything you’re about to see, 

you’ll see through his eyes.”9 James risked his life looking to tell a Palestinian story, he 

advocated for peace, and he was struck down by  oppressive, powerful Israeli military occupiers; 

the sacrifice of his life to the Palestinian cause heroized him—in death Miller was subjugated to 

the same celebratory procession of martyrdom he had worked long to document and understand.      

“Martyrdom creates a cognitive place more spacious than one bound by a strictly 

externalized notion of ‘reality.’ The martyr stage allows for the telling of an 

autobiographical ‘tale’ that reshapes its material components. Here fact follows 

fiction; the narrative of the martyr leads with certainty while everyday ‘reality’ 

linters in ambiguity.”10

As a martyr—accidental or no—Miller’s sacrifice symbolizes a need for security and stability in 

a region where none exists. By itself, this symbolism ensures that stories of martyrdom embody 

meaning, even if that meaning is subjective. 

 Prior to the 1950s, the audience could only see images of subjects talking, which 

objectified them as instruments to the documentarian: “silent gestures and looks always had 

potential meanings, which context or the sound track could modulate.”11 Since the invention of 

synchronous sound documentarians have been able to give more control over a documentary’s 

narrative to the subject of the film. This relinquishing of control led to the development of 
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Barnouw’s categories of documentary film, and ultimately to the style of documentaries seen in 

contemporary films that surrender the narrative of the film to the subjects in it. Going further, 

Death in Gaza uses a new mode of storytelling that infuses an ancient storytelling mode with 

elements of traditional war documentary narratives to provide meaning in the wake of death. 

This new narrative borrows heavily from the telling of martyr stories, and provides for 

documentarians a new mode of storytelling wherein death is personalized, and the affects of that 

death on a community are explored via cinema vérité style documentary work and biographical 

storytelling from members in the community. 
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